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THE CLASSICAL REVIEW
POPULAR LATIN.
Les Eliments dialectaux du vocabulaire latin.
Par A. ERNOUT, docteur-es-lettres, eleve
dipldme de l'Ecole des Hautes Etudes.
Paris: Librairie Ancienne Honore Cham-
pion, 1909. Pp. 255. Fr. 7.50.
Recherches sur Petnploi du passif latin d
I'epoque ripublicaine. Par A. ERNOUT, etc.,
etc. 1909. Pp. 61. Fr. 5.
THE study of the popular dialects as opposed
to the literary language seems to be the only
means of escape from the impasse to which
linguistic science must be said to have come.
Much can be done with the help of the
blessed word Analogy to relieve the pressure
exerted by the Ausnahmslosigkeit of'the Sound
Laws, but after analogical influence has been
assumed to the utmost legitimate extent,
much still remains in the literary language
that defies explanation. When it is remem-
bered that a literary language, such as our
own, is to a large extent the result of a
mixture of dialects, each of which Sound
Laws of its own must have at one time
moulded, we are driven to the admission that
Sound Laws, however much we may accept
them in theory, do not in practice give much
assistance. A Law based on the assumption
that a certain number of words exhibiting
the same phenomenon, belong in their actual
form to one dialect, is necessarily at the
mercy of historical or other evidence to the
contrary. For example, proof that auillus
and fauissa were borrowed from a non-
Roman dialect would deal a staggering blow
to the law of Thurneysen and Havet. It
would therefore seem that a phonological
treatment of a composite language—and that
means the majority of literary languages—
must be based on a knowledge of the his-
torical conditions under which they grew.
To speak otherwise of dialect influence is
• merely a confession that the Sound Laws we
set up are not justified by the evidence.
M. Ernout's study of the non-Roman
elements in the language of the City is
divided into four chapters. The first gives a
resume of the geographical and the historical
conditions affecting the relations of the
Romans with their neighbours. Then follows
a brief account of the ancient evidence on
the subject of Italic dialects. A discussion
of a number of points in Latin phonology
is followed by a Lexicon—which makes up
the greater part of the book—with detailed
treatment of all the words in which the
author detects dialect influence. A full index
of Latin words, and an imposing, though
incomplete, list of Errata, close the volume.
The difficulty of the task which M. Ernout
has undertaken is immense, and M. Ernout
has certainly not solved all the difficulties he/
has raised. How much the language of
Rome owed to those of the neighbouring
tribes can never be known. For our author,
naturally, an intervocalic $ is a sign of a
non-Roman word, but how many words did
the Romans borrow before the middle of the
fourth century? The same difficulty will
apply elsewhere, and the alternatives are
either (1) to refuse the name 'dialectal' to
that portion of the Roman vocabulary bor-
rowed before a certain, and it may be,
relatively late, date, or (2) to admit that the
materials at our disposal are not sufficient
to justify such an enterprise as M. Ernout
has undertaken. Another difficulty is that of
determining the boundaries of dialect. Cf.
Meyer-Liibke, G.G.A. Feb. 1909, 138 ff.
- The anecdote of Vespasian and Mestrius
Florus suggests that within the wall of Rome
itself there were dialects and dialects, and
that, consequently, when a Roman writer
employs a word that offends against a Latin
Sound Law, we are not necessarily to go to
the Sabines or to Praeneste for an explana-
tion. If the population of Rome was hetero-
geneous, it is scarcely likely that all classes in
the city changed the sounds of their language
pari passu.
To mention a few points of detail. The
name Roma is concluded to be non-Idg.,
p. 50, without any reference to its possible
connection with the names of the twin
brothers, or reference to Kretschmer's article
Glotta i. 288 ff. (cf. more recently, Soltau,
Philologus lxviii. 154). And here one may
express regret that M. Ernout has not
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appended a Bibliography, which in a book of
this kind is always valuable to other investi-
gators. On p. 64, dingo appears to be
connected by M. Ernout with O.E. firing:
some proof of the interchange of / and r
in western Idg.—apart from cases of, dis-
similation—would be interesting. M. Ernout,
though he speaks of labiovelars, p. 71, does
not appear to make any distinction between
the different classes of gutturals. His proof
that cants is dialectal I cannot follow:
all that is apparent is that he takes the
guttural in cams and in equos to be the
same as in iecur and sequor. In any case
mnis must correspond to Skt. funi < *kun-
and not "*kwl>ms." If, with Hirt, Ablaut,
p. 102, we postulate a jftego, the explanation
of cam's becomes easy. Side by side in Latin
we would have m. *cauo <* %oup, *caunis,
cf. caro, carnis, and / . *cuni-s, the vowel of
which was brought into line with the mascu-
line. M. Ernout suggests, p. 8i, that -di-
become -/'-, hence peior. What then is he to
do with remedium and modiusl acus aceris,
p. 90, is put down as dialectal on account of its
vocalism, but may we not assume that to be
due to the influence of acer aceris? In the
discussion of abdomen, p. 89, which is of
course made dialectal, the absence of any
reference to Kluge's comparison with O.H.G.
intuoma, suggests too great a reliance on
Walde.
M. Ernout has not made any material
addition to our knowledge of the subject,
but the material which he has with much
labour collected, should be useful when our
knowledge of the other Italic dialects is
sufficiently complete to make a profitable
investigation of the problem possible.
In his Recherches sur I'emploi du passif'latin
the same author traces the development of
the passive verbal forms in Latin. After a
discussion of the forms, where, by the way,
one misses a reference to Zimmer, KZ. xxx,
p. 224 ff., and to Strachan, Trans, of Phil. Soc.
1891-94, 536 ff., there is given a great mass
of examples illustrating the history of their
usage. It may be noted that fertur is ex-
plained as *bherto-r, and the imperat. forms
in -mino as contaminations of the 2nd person
plu. pass, and -to imperatives. It is surpris-
ing that where the -ndus forms are described
as existing in no other Idg. language, p. 15,
there should be no reference to the Oscan
upsannam, sakraunas and the Umbrian
pihaner, anferener.
This work, reprinted from the Memoirs of
the Sociiti de Linguistique, is a valuable con-





Caecilii Calactini Fragmenta collegit Ernestus
Ofenloch. Leipzig: Teubner, 1907. " Pp.
xl, 242.
THIS new volume in the Teubner series
 # of
-classical texts is a daring attempt at 'recon-
struction. Caecilius is one of the most dis-
membered of ancient authors, and the
present editor strives industriously to piece
together his scattered remains. He collects
(or infers) these fragments from such sources
as the De Sublimitate, Athenaeus, Marcel-
linus, Plutarch (or pseudo-Plutarch), Photius,
Suidas, and various other lexicographers,
rhetoricians, and scholiasts.
The attempt is well worth making. Cae-
cilius was undoubtedly an interesting writer,
and a man of character and energy. A
Greek-speaking contemporary and friend of
Dionysius of Halicarnassus at Rome, he had
been born in Sicily, and was apparently (to
judge from certain references in Plutarch and
Suidas) a convert to Judaism. Himself
probably of servile birth, he had written a
history of the Servile Wars in Sicily. But it
was as a literary critic that he made his real
